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Science and Society

Saving Lives and
Healthcare Costs

The basis of life is energy that
comes from air, water and
food. Lose your energy, you
get depressed and eventually
die. What is this thing
called ‘energy?’ The religious
world calls it ‘spirituality’.
Science says it is spinning
electrons. Hollywood calls it
the life ‘Force.’ “The Force
is strong in him,” says Yoda
in Starwars. In the battle
between good and evil, losing
your energy is like “selling
your soul to the devil.”
In this issue you will learn
of new ways to boost your
natural energy, immunity
against diseases, while
helping to reduce healthcare
costs and the damage from
drugs. Why neglect life-energy
when it is so important
to health and longevity?
This has everything to do
with music, frequencies of
sound and light, that can be
curative and rejuvenating.
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Natural Medicine News

Healing Music Saves Lives & Money
Using Nature’s Favorite Frequencies
Why does some music relax people
while other music stresses them?
Harvard-trained science scholar Dr.
Leonard Horowitz’s explanation
is revolutionizing the healing arts
and sciences. Fueled
by nature’s ‘good
vibrations’ people are
healing ‘miraculously’
using powerful
frequencies. Available
for ‘group therapy,’
this ‘energy medicine’
promises caregivers
and receivers alike
tremendous benefits.
To restore wellness
most enjoyably you
can use the media to
broadcast special healing frequences
of light and sound. That’s the simple
solution to the healthcare crisis,
according to Dr. Horowitz. He
treats audiences using special healing
music videos that deliver therapeutic

You are the music manifesting
miraculously in the frequency
of central sunshine and rainbow
hearts--pure ‘LOVE 528.”
Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz, January 2019

energies that are central to nature.
He incorporates behavioral
therapies that reduce pain and
suffering. He treats depression, drug
dependence, and aggression with
‘Frequency Rehabilitation.’
This personal enrichment
experience is like group
‘edutainment.’ It is perfect
for community program
directors, healthcare
providers, and the
hospitality industry at large.
“If you want to secure
health and happiness,
heal miraculously, beat
depression, kick addictive
meds, save money and lives,
it makes common sense
to rely on nature’s most powerful
frequencies that mold you, heal you,
and sustain you,” says Dr. Horowitz.
“You have nothing to lose, no risks,
low costs, and great benefits to
gain.”

Continuing Education

A Course in ‘Miraculous
Healing’ Using Frequencies

How to Use Nature’s Most Powerful Frequencies
Dr. Horowitz and his partner, Sherri Kane, teach
a course that empowers caregiving through the
use of nature’s most healing frequencies. They
demonstrate using ‘medicinal music’ in ‘energy
medicine” for individuals and groups. Lay and
professional caregivers, such as chiropractors,
massage therapists, Reiki practitioners,
homeopaths, sound healing therapists, and people
who need to heal themselves or desire to help
heal their loved-ones, applaud their revolutionary
teachings. Users develop
knowledge, skills, materials
and equipment
to administer
‘Frequency Rehab’
demonstrating
healing miracles.
Demystifying
Miracle-making
In their course
you learn the
bio-physics and
electro-mechanics
of producing miracles.
“This involves powerful
positive intention in loving
hearts,” says Kane. Science-based
common-sense shows how faithful prayers can
amplify hands-on healing miracles.
Pioneering Energy Medicine Equipment
The instructors draw on the latest advances in
water science, electro-chemistry, bio-physics and
energy medicine to teach how you too can produce
health-enhancing and revitalizng products and
equipment. For example, instructions are shared for
producing ‘structured water’ resonating in the core
creative frequencies of nature. This knowledge and
equipment, available through FrequencyRehab.com,
makes caregiving and healing much easier.

You are the music, being renewed
every nano-instant in LOVE/528.
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Award Winning Science Scholar

Harvard-Trained Surgeon
Dr. Horowitz

Dr. Horowitz has been
christened the “King David
of Natural Healing,” and
the “Maestro of 528Hz”
by fans worldwide. During
the 1970s and 80s, Dr.
Horowitz worked as a
general dentist, oral surgeon,
anatomy instructor at Tufts
University, and research faculty member
at Harvard University. He pioneered a holistic
medicine clinic specializing in head and neck pain
relief, the first in America to be written up by the
Associated Press. His works in behavioral medicine
and consumer health awareness have been featured
on every major television network. Sherri Kane is
a gifted intuitive healer and psycho-social analyst
who launched 528Records.com, a healing music
transposition service affiliated with the non-profit
Medical Veritas International, Inc.
Personal Enrichment

Ecstatic Dance Exercise for
Community Wellness
A variety of healing and rehabilitating activities can
be done while enjoying music-videos made in the
frequencies of nature. Community wellness and
group experiences are enhanced using Dr. Horowitz’s
Solfeggio Eclectica audio and music-video therapy
programs. Audiences can enjoy these therapies
in many ways. Physically-challenged people can
enjoy them in bed, sitting comfortably, or moving
when possible.
Others can dance,
stretch or exercise
using these musical
materials. Groups and
communities enhance
wellness by ‘ecstatic
dancing.’ Special
frequencies are chosen
for ‘chakra balancing.’
These activities can
restore health and
rejuvenate energy in
whole people.

Natural Medicine News (cont.)

Nature’s Music Cures Diseases

Everyone knows that sunshine fuels and sustains
life. But most people don’t realize it is the special
frequencies within sunshine that do the most good. Dr.
Horowitz and his team of researchers spent nearly two

Frequencies Cure Diseases
For instance, babies born
with liver disease, called
“jaundice,” naturally heal
when exposed to sunlight.
The air you breathe, full
of oxygen, delivers similar
electrons of energy and
“alkalinity” that keeps you
alive.

decades researching the ‘special frequencies’ in sunlight
that source from sound, actually ‘musical mathematics.’
They determined the good vibrations were found in the
ancient Solfeggio musical scale.
Organic Chemistry
Biology is based on
Carbon-6 rings that gain
their structure and life
sustaining power from
the 528nm of light and
528Hz frequency of
sound at the heart of
the electromagnetic and
acoustic spectrums.

Oxygen Vibrates
Oxygen’s electrons vibrate
at the same frequency
at the heart of sunshine.
That’s the color of green
chlorophyll (in plants
and algae) that produces
the oxygen. This science
also proves your physical
health and longevity
depends on electrons
vibrating in this color and
sound.
Different Frequencies
Different frequencies
do different things. The
special 528 frequency at
the heart of sunshine,
for instance, is called
the ‘miracle note’ in the
Solfeggio musical scale.

The Miracle Note
This ‘MI’ note is largely
responsible for producing
six-sided hexagonal
shapes central to nature
and organic chemistry.
Snowflakes and honeycombs, for instance,
vibrate at this frequency.
Bees actually buzz in
528Hz in their hives.

‘The Zone’ of Health
The good vibrations of
nature uplift your mood,
health, and happiness.
To stay in that ‘Zone’ of
total well-being, you can
use certain frequencies of
sound, and homeopathic
products made with those
energies according to Dr.
Horowitz.

Water and Lava Rock
You are made of sound
and light impacting
80% of your body
that is like sea water–a
superconductor of sound
and light frequencies. Add
20% of your body made
from lava rock–mineral
elements that also vibrate
mathematically according
to special frequencies in
nature–and that’s what
you’re made of.
Stress & Depression
Does stress and certain
music distress you, while
peace and other music
pleases you? In deep
sleep certain brain wave
frequencies heal you.
That’s why restful sleep is
good when you’re sick or
feeling depressed.
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Healthcare Providers and Activities Directors’ Special Offers

Medical Veritas International, Inc. proudly publishes and grants honorable
licensing agreements, professional certificates of completion for Dr.
Horowitz’s ‘Frequency Rehab Course,’ and virtual franchises to caregivers.
Information on these opportunities are available via the contacts below.

Benefits of Sponsoring
‘Frequency Rehab’ Events
Help people feel, look, and act healthier, including
developing better lifestyle habits for curing physical
and mental illnesses.
Help people overcome chronic pain, depression,
and dangerous drug addictions.
Financial benefits to you and/or your community,
including saving the costs of drugs and illness.
Develop better informed and more effective
caregivers.
Help program administrators and activities
directors be more successful and appreciated.
Develop businesses, careers, and new, better, or
expanded revenue streams.
Gain positive and unique marketing opportunities
for geater social, community, or market acceptance.
Contribute to healthcare’s evolution in favor of
world health and economic security.

Frequency Rehab Products

Dr. Horowitz’s
Bio-Energy Buys
for Better Health

OxySilver Natural Anti-biotic
OxySilver is the first and
only safe and effective
broad-spectrum antimicrobial that resonates at
the frequency of 528Hz to
match your heart’s goodvibration and positive
intention to heal quickly or
never get sick at all. Go to:
OxySilver.com.
CBD528 Drug-free Remedy
Help relieve pain and
depression, as well as aid in
the withdrawal from opioid
addictions. Puts you in
“The Zone” of bliss!
Chakra-balancing Disk Set
A wonderful set of seven
frequency generators to
balance and restore your
natural energy centers. See:
ChakraDisk.com
Bio-Energy Technology Wands
Painless healing energy
delivery instruments
powered by your own
magnetically-enhanced
bio-field.

Encourages positive advancements in medicine, and
higher quality care with patient-centered practices.
Enrich people’s lives with meaningful and
spiritually-uplifting content; while administering
entertainment, stress management and social
support.

Contact:
Editor@MedicalVeritas.org
or visit
http://www.
FrequencyRehab.com
or call
1-310-877-3002
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